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Artist’s conception of the Milky Way. Credit: Nick Risinger

The Galactic center is an 
extreme environment for gas

Millimeter : cold dust/gas
Infrared : hot dust, stars
Radio : hot gas, plasma

Credit: NRAO, A. Ginsburg
300 pc



Artist’s conception of the Milky Way. Credit: Nick Risinger

95% of gas 

95% of star formation

Why is Galactic center gas not 
forming stars like the disk?

5% of gas 

5% of star formation
>70% of dense gas

<30% of dense gas



Artist’s conception of the Milky Way. Credit: Nick Risinger

We investigate the distribution 
of gas densities with the GBT

300 pcGreen Bank 
Telescope

Galactic center: 
8.4 kpc away



Focus on 3 clouds

Brick
GCM0.25+0.01

50 km/s cloud
GCM-0.02-0.07

20 km/s cloud
GCM-0.13-0.08



Observe 9 transitions of  HC3N 
with GBT, MOPRA, APEX
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Large # of transitions in radio, mm
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Use the HC3N molecule as 
a probe of the gas density
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Rotation Diagrams (M-0.13-0.08)



Radex Fitting (M-0.13-0.08)



The low-density component: lower than 
commonly referenced value of 104

Best fit density: 3x103 Walmsley et al. (1986)

Why is this important? 

1. Want this value 
defined correctly for 

simulations, 
understanding of 

shear, and even for 
estimating our 

fraction of gas which 
is ‘dense’



The low-density component: lower than 
commonly referenced value of 104

Best fit density: 3x103 

Why is this important? 

Lada et al. (2012)

1. Want this value 
defined correctly for 

simulations, 
understanding of 

shear, and even for 
estimating our 

fraction of gas which 
is ‘dense’



The low-density component: lower than 
commonly referenced value of 104

Best fit density: 3x103 

Why is this important? 

2. Many tracers may be 
subthermally-excited!

Not everything that 
looks dense is. 

Jones et al. (2011)

HCN (1-0)



The low-density component: lower than 
commonly referenced value of 104

Best fit density: 3x103 

Why is this important? 

2. Many tracers may be 
subthermally-excited!

Hüttemeister et al. 
(1993)

Not everything that 
looks cold is. 



The high-density component
Two Scenarios: 

1. The high-excitation 
component is cold 
(and very dense)

2. The high-excitation 
component is warm 

(and moderately dense)

Using H2CO 
temperature 
constraints- 

(Ginsburg et al.  
2015)

1976



Density measurements with 
other tracers

A. Ahmadi 
(Masters thesis)

8 lines in H2CO, 6 in C3H2, 5 in HC3N, 3 
in H13CO+, and 3 lines in HN13C 

106

105

104

Sgr B2Brick20,50 km/s



The fraction of dense gas

The fraction of dense gas 
in the Brick is 10%, 

compared to 20% for the 
50 and 20 km/s clouds



Fraction of high-density gas seen to 
correlate with current star formation

Rosette

G216-2.5

Imara et al. (2015)



Results

See less high-density gas in the 
Brick (which has no advanced 
massive star formation) compared 
to the 20, 50 km/s clouds. 

Need to start thinking about the 
bulk of the gas in CMZ clouds as 
less than 104 cm-3 

Either less high density gas and/or 
lower-density gas in all of these 
clouds compared to Sgr B2.


